Deterministic, Compensatory Mutational Events in the Capsid of Foot-and-Mouth Disease Virus in Response to the Introduction of Mutations Found in Viruses from Persistent Infections
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The evolution of foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV) (biological clone C-S8c1) in persistently infected cells led to the emergence of a variant (R100) that displayed increased virulence, reduced stability, and other modified phenotypic traits. Some mutations fixed in the R100 genome involved a cluster of highly conserved residues around the capsid pores that participate in interactions with each other and/or between capsid protomers. We have investigated phenotypic and genotypic changes that occurred when these replacements were introduced into the C-S8c1 capsid. The C3007V and M3014L mutations exerted no effect on plaque size or viral yield during lytic infections, or on virion stability, but led to a reduction in biological fitness: the D3009A mutation caused drastic reductions in plaque size and viability. Remarkably, competition of the C3007V mutant with the nonmutated virus invariably resulted in the fixation of the D3009A mutation in the C3007V capsid. In turn, the presence of the D3009A mutation invariably led to the fixation of the M3014L mutation. In both cases, two individually disadvantageous mutations led, together, to an increase in fitness, as the double mutants outcompeted the nonmutated genotype. The higher fitness of C3007V/D3009A was related to a faster multiplication rate. These observations provide evidence for a chain of linked, compensatory mutational events in a defined region of the FMDV capsid. Furthermore, they indicate that the clustering of unique amino acid replacements in viruses from persistent infections may also occur in cytolytic infections in response to changes caused by previous mutations without an involvement of the new mutations in the adaptation to a different environment.

Biologically disadvantageous mutations can be fixed in a genome if second-site, compensatory mutations that are able to restore the biological fitness are also fixed before the primary mutation leads to extinction of the mutated genome. Partially or fully compensatory mutations in proteins from cellular organisms or viruses may be a frequent occurrence in nature, as indicated by both theoretical (see, e.g., references 30 and 31) and experimental (see, e.g., references 10, 11, 15, 26, 36, 38–45, 52, 53, 58, and 59) analyses. Intramolecular compensatory mutations in proteins can sometimes occur in residues located far away from the primary mutation but appear to have a tendency to involve spatially close residues (23, 33, 56, 57). In a few cases, detailed structure-function studies have provided some insight into the molecular mechanisms of compensatory effects (5, 6, 7, 12, 21, 27–29, 37). The bases of the compensatory effects range from near-additive, nonspecific (global) effects on a single property of the protein, such as stability, to complex, nonadditive, multifactorial effects including altered interaction patterns and propagated conformational rearrangements. However, for the large majority of compensatory effects detected, the mechanistic explanation remains unclear. In addition to intrinsically advantageous second-site mutations acting merely in an additive way with the disadvantageous primary mutation, intrinsically near-neutral compensatory mutations have been observed in some cases (46, 48). Mutually compensatory effects of individually disadvantageous mutations leading to a neutral phenotype, or even providing a selective advantage relative to the situation where no mutation is present, may also occur in proteins (3, 25, 36). However, these effects have been much less documented so far.

The rapid replication, high mutation rates, and large population sizes of RNA viruses lead to genetically highly heterogeneous populations, termed viral quasispecies (for some reviews, see references 17, 18, 19, and 20). Viral quasispecies have an enormous potential for rapid evolution through adaptation to new environments. As quasispecies contain not only many different single mutants but also many different multiple mutants, evolution through the simultaneous or sequentially rapid fixation of combinations of mutations, including compensatory mutations, may occur very frequently in RNA viruses. Indeed, many documented cases of compensatory mutations (see references mentioned above) involve proteins from RNA viruses.

The establishment and maintenance of a persistent infection of mammalian cells by a picornavirus, foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV), involved the coevolution of cells and virus (13, 14). The determinant element in the initiation of the persistent infection was the selection of cell variants with a slightly increased resistance to the FMDV clone (C-S8c1) used to initiate the infection (34). The surviving cells became increasingly resistant to infection, while the virus shed evolved to become...
progressively more virulent to the original cells and acquired, in addition, other phenotypic traits. These traits included a smaller plaque size, temperature sensitivity, and a reduced stability of the virion during purification (13, 16, 49). Nucleotide sequencing revealed that several mutations had been fixed in the C-S8c1 genome during the persistent infection (16, 54). In particular, nine amino acid substitutions were identified in the capsid of the virus (R100) rescued after 100 passages of persistently infected cells (16). Most of these substitutions had not occurred in previously sequenced FMDV variants, which were generally isolated from animals acutely infected in the field or from cytolytic infections in the laboratory, or even in related picornaviruses. These results led those authors to conclude that if provided with a new suitable environment,like residence in carrier cells, even positions in the viral genome that are regarded as highly invariant can be subjected to rapid change (16).

A major interest of our group is the study of the molecular determinants of assembly and stability of viruses. In a previous analysis, we provided evidence that in FMDV, most residues at the capsid interpentamer interfaces, and their interactions, are important for the infectivity, and stability, of the virion (35). In addition, a few mutations outside these interfaces have been shown to have an effect on the conformational stability of picornaviruses, including FMDV (2, 24, 50, 55). Four (nearly half) of the mutations in the capsid of FMDV R100 involve identical clusters of residues that surround the pores at each capsid fivefold symmetry axis (16) (Fig. 1) and are also a part of the interfaces between the capsid protomers. The low stability of R100 during purification, and its temperature sensitivity in cytolytic infections, led us to investigate whether this cluster of mutations in the R100 capsid and, specifically, the loss of interprotomer disulfide bonds and salt bridges around those pores (because of C3007V and D3009A mutations) could be responsible for a low conformational stability. We were also interested in determining whether these clustered mutations could act through nonadditive (“epistatic”) and perhaps compensatory effects. The mutations have been introduced into an infectious FMDV clone, and their effects on infectivity and particle stability and on the biological fitness of the virus in competition experiments have been analyzed. We have found unexpected, complex mutation dynamics that involved the repeated fixation in a cytolytic infection context of some of the mutations previously found in R100, a virus that emerged in a persistent infection context. In addition, combinations of these mutations led to complex compensatory effects and an increase in the biological fitness of cytolytic infections.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Viruses and plasmids. FMDV C-S8c1 is a plaque-purified derivative of serotype C isolate C_Santa Pau-Sp70 (51). Plasmids pO1K/C-S8c1 and p3242/C-S8c1 have been described previously (4). pO1K/C-S8c1 was derived from an infectious cDNA clone obtained by Zibert and coworkers (60) from FMDV O1Kaufbeuren. pO1K/C-S8c1 contains a cDNA copy of an infectious chimeric FMDV genome coding for the capsid proteins and protease 2A of C-S8c1, a chimeric 2B protein, and all other nonstructural proteins of O1Kaufbeuren. Plasmid p3242/C-S8c1 contains a segment of 3,242 bp (between the two NgoMIV sites in the pO1K/C-S8c1 plasmid that includes the entire capsid region coding for the capsid proteins of FMDV C-S8c1) inserted into a vector derived from plasmid pGEM-Zf (+) (4). Plasmid pO1K/Δ2292 corresponds to pO1K/C-S8c1 with a segment of 2,292 bp (between the AvII and AvaII restriction sites) deleted. This segment includes part of the L protease and the entire capsid region coding for the capsid proteins, except for a short C-terminal segment of VP1 (identical in sequence between C-S8c1 and O1.K).

Site-directed mutagenesis, subcloning, and DNA sequencing. Site-directed mutagenesis of FMDV capsid residues was carried out on plasmids p3242/C-S8c1 by an inverse PCR method using the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). The mutations introduced were confirmed by automated sequencing using dideoxynucleotide terminators. The sequences were obtained by the Genomic Unit of the Madrid Science Park at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. The ABI PRISM BigDye Terminator kit and an ABI PRISM 3700 or ABI PRISM 3700 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems) were used. A region of about 600 nucleotides around the introduced mutations was sequenced in each case. For some mutants, indicated in Results, the entire sequence of the 2,292-bp segment to be subcloned was determined. No second-site mutations were found in the mutated plasmid. The mutated 2,292-bp segments were subcloned into pO1K/Δ2292 to obtain pO1K/C-S8c1 plasmids, and the presence of the introduced mutation was again checked by sequencing.
Transcription of viral RNA and electroporation of eukaryotic cells. Transcription and transfection of infectious viral RNA have been previously described (35). In each experiment, the same amount of mutated and nonmutated FMDV RNA was used. A negative control containing no viral RNA was also included.

Titration, amplification of viruses, and extraction of viral RNA. Virus titers were always determined at least in duplicate in standard plaque assays. When necessary, mutant virions obtained were amplified by a single passage in BHK-21 cell monolayers at the highest possible multiplicity of infection (MOI). Adsorption of viruses was allowed to proceed for 60 min at 37°C. Fresh Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 2% fetal calf serum was then added. Viruses were harvested when a complete cytopathic effect was observed, clarified by centrifugation, and diluted 10 times with fresh DMEM. A fraction of the supernatant was stored at −70°C and used for RNA extraction. Another fraction of the supernatant was used to infect new cell monolayers. This cycle of infection and harvest was repeated up to seven times. For each pair of competing viruses, the experiment was independently repeated two or three times. When eight passages had been completed, the RNA of the viral populations obtained at different passages was extracted, reverse transcribed and amplified by reverse transcription-PCR, and sequenced as described above to estimate the degree of dominance of each of the two competing viruses at the passage considered and whether other mutations had been fixed in a detectable proportion of the viral RNA molecules during replication. In general, the entire capsid-coding region was sequenced. In some cases, as indicated in Results, the entire genome was sequenced. The approximate proportions of the competing genomes and of any other mutation that happened to arise during replication were estimated by densitometry of the chromatogram peaks corresponding to the nucleotide present in the mutant virus and the nucleotide present in the nonmutated virus. The ratio of the integrated areas under each peak was used to estimate the ratio of mutant genomes to nonmutant genomes at the position considered.

Kinetic assays of virus production. For each assay, two confluent BHK-21 cell monolayers in 10-cm dishes (2.5 × 10⁷ cells) were infected with the chosen mutant FMDV or with FMDV C-S8c1 at an MOI of 1. The progression of the cytopathic effect was compared at different times by examination under a microscope. The kinetics of extracellular viral production were determined by the titration of aliquots taken at different times postinfection. Production assays were always carried out in duplicate. For each assay, titers were also always calculated in duplicate.

Thermal inactivation assays. Two types of assays were used. In the first type, 1-ml aliquots of cell culture supernatants obtained from cytopathic infections or after viral RNA transfection of cell monolayers containing viral populations with an approximate titer of 2 × 10⁹ to 4 × 10⁹ PFU/ml were clarified and subsequently heated for different lengths of time at 42°C. The percentage of infectious particles remaining after heating was determined by use of standard plaque assays, and the values obtained at different times were fitted to a first-order exponential decay model by using the program Kaleidagraph (Abelbeck Software) to obtain the inactivation rate constant (35). Alternatively, the logarithmic values of the viral titers were linearly fitted using the same program. In a second type of assay, the same cell culture supernatants containing virus populations were diluted in DMEM plus 2% fetal calf serum to a final concentration of about 1,000 PFU/ml. Aliquots (100 μl) of the diluted samples were incubated for different lengths of time at 42°C, and the percentage of infectious particles remaining after heating was determined by plaque assays as described above.

RESULTS

Effect of mutations around the fivefold axes of the R100 capsid on FMDV infectivity. Four of the capsid residues of FMDV C-S8c1 that were found to be mutated in FMDV R100 (Cys3007, Asp3009, Asn3013, and Met3014L) are located very close to or in contact to each other, in the vicinity of the pores at each capsid fivefold axis (16) (Fig. 1). In FMDV, this is the region where multiple interactions between the five protomer subunits that form each pentamer occur. These interactions include interchain hydrogen bonds between the N terminus of five symmetry-related VP3 subunits to form a parallel β-annulus (1, 32), In FMDV C-S8c1 (32) as well as in other variants (1), the side chains of Cys3007 belonging to the five symmetry-related VP3 subunits protrude inwards from the β-annulus and constrict the fivefold axis (Fig. 1B). Electrophoretic analyses of both C-S8c1 (16) and a mutant in which Cys3007 was replaced by Val (data not shown), under reducing and nonreducing conditions, revealed that the Cys3007 side chains participate in up to two disulfide bonds between four of the five neighboring protromers surrounding each fivefold axis pore. In the crystallographic models of FMDV (1, 32), the five cysteines appear to be symmetrically arranged, but this is almost certainly the result of symmetry averaging during the generation of the models. The side chain of Asp3009 in each protomer is also involved in interprotomer interactions, participating in salt bridges with Lys1109 of VP1 from a different protomer; in addition, the side chains of Asn3013 and Met3014 participate in intraprotomer van der Waals interactions between them (1, 32). The R100 mutations (C3007V, D3009A, N3013H, and M3014L) disrupted the disulfide bonds, salt bridges, and most other interactions of the original residues and substantially altered the stereochemistry and chemical character of an annulus of residues surrounding each capsid pore (Fig. 1).

Analyses of 211 FMDV sequences currently available from the GenBank database confirmed a previously reported observation (16) that Asp3009 is highly conserved (98%) in FMDV from acute/lytic infections and that Cys3007 is also remarkably conserved (87%). To determine whether mutations of residues Cys3007 or Asp3009 and the respective removal of disulfide bonds or buried salt bridges had an effect on the infectivity and/or stability of FMDV, we introduced them individually into the capsid of C-S8c1, the virus used to establish a persistent infection. Viral RNAs carrying the C3007V or D3009A mutation and nonmutated viral RNA were obtained from an infectious DNA clone with the corresponding mutation and were used to electroporate susceptible cells. The progeny virus populations obtained were collected and titrated (Table 1). Relative to the nonmutated control, no significant differences in viral titer at 45 h or 55 h postelectroporation, or in plaque size, were observed for the C3007V mutant in repeated electroporation assays. In contrast, for the D3009A mutant, nine independent electroporations yielded widely different virus titers at 45 h postelectroporation, with values that ranged from undetectable to a titer close to that of the nonmutated control. On most occasions, plaque size heterogeneity was also observed. In one experiment, D3009A populations were recovered at 45 h, 55 h, and 95 h postelectroporation, and a gradual increase in titer, up to nearly wild-type levels, was observed (Table 1). These data suggested that the D3009A mutation had a drastic negative effect on infectivity and that reversion or new mutations had occasionally occurred during the replication of D3009A, leading to heterogeneous populations with variable amounts of virus genotypes that differed drastically in infectivity.

To ascertain if the introduced mutations were still present in the progeny viruses, and whether other mutations had been fixed after electroporation, the total RNA extracted from the virions in the populations obtained with either C3007V or D3009A was sequenced. For C3007V, it was found that the original mutation was still present in all nine populations ob-
tained at 45 h postelectroporation. In one case, the entire genome was sequenced, which showed that no other mutation (either missense or silent) had been fixed in the C3007V population. For the D3009A mutation, the entire capsid region of the progeny viruses that were obtained in five out of the nine different experiments was sequenced. In experiment e (Table 1), the D3009A mutation was still dominant in the low-titer population obtained at 45 h postelectroporation, while reversion to Asp at position 3009 was dominant in the population obtained at 95 h, which approached the titer of the nonmutated control. Remarkably, in all five populations obtained at 45 h postelectroporation, Ala was still dominant at position 3009, but a mixture of Met and Leu in variable proportions was found at position 3014, spatially very close to residue 3009. When Met dominated at position 3014, the viral yield at 45 h postelectroporation was extremely low; when Leu dominated at the same position, the viral yield was orders of magnitude higher (Table 1). This latter result led us to introduce the M3014L single mutation and the D3009A/M3014L double mutation into the FMDV infectious clone to compare the individual and combined effects of these mutations in a genetically homogeneous background. Both the single mutant and the double mutant showed normal plaque sizes and yielded virus titers that approached that of the nonmutated control (Table 1).

TABLE 1. Values of viral titer and plaque size for a set of viruses with mutations around the fivefold axis of the FMDV capsid

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electroporated viral RNA</th>
<th>Virus titer* (PFU/ml)</th>
<th>Global sequence (% of molecules)</th>
<th>Plaque size†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45 h p.t.</td>
<td>55 h p.t.</td>
<td>95 h p.t.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental (9 expts)</td>
<td>2.6 × 10⁶</td>
<td>2.6 × 10⁶</td>
<td>1.9 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3009A (expt a)</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3009A (expt b)</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3009A (expt c)</td>
<td>&lt;50</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3009A (expt d)</td>
<td>3 × 10²</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3009A (expt e)</td>
<td>3.5 × 10³</td>
<td>4.1 × 10⁴</td>
<td>1.1 × 10⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3009A (expt f)</td>
<td>2.5 × 10³</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3009A (expt g)</td>
<td>3.1 × 10³</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3009A (expt h)</td>
<td>3.3 × 10³</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3009A (expt i)</td>
<td>1 × 10⁶</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3014L (1 expt)</td>
<td>1.9 × 10⁶</td>
<td>2.1 × 10⁶</td>
<td>3.5 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3009A/M3014L (1 expt)</td>
<td>2.8 × 10⁶</td>
<td>1.7 × 10⁶</td>
<td>1.6 × 10⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* BHK cells were electroporated with nonmutated or mutant viral RNA as described in Materials and Methods. As a measure of the reproducibility of both transfection and titration experiments, the parental (control) RNA was independently transfected nine times, yielding very similar results in all cases. The average titer of the progeny populations is indicated. ND, not determined. Every transfection experiment with mutants included a parallel transfection with the nonmutated control, which was also titrated, as an internal positive control of the viral yield. Virus titers are given at the indicated times (hours) posttransfection (p.t.). For the D3009A mutant, the viral yield and global sequence heterogeneity differed widely in nine independent experiments (see the text) and are indicated separately. These experiments are listed according to increasing values for the virus titer obtained at 45 h p.t. (experiments a to i).

† Total RNA from each viral progeny at 45 h p.t. was obtained as described in Materials and Methods. For each population, the mutations found relative to C-S6c are indicated, and the approximate percentage of molecules carrying the mutation are given in parenthesis (see the text). For the C3007V mutant, the entire genome sequence was determined. For all other mutants, the sequence of the complete capsid region (P1) was determined. NA, not applicable.

†† Viruses that yielded plaques with sizes of 3 to 5 mm under the conditions of the assay were considered to have a large-plaque phenotype. All the other plaques with a lower diameter were considered small. Heterogeneous refers to a mixture of large-plaque and small-plaque phenotypes. NA, not applicable.

a also occurred in FMDV R100 in addition to C3007V and D3009A. It is also worth noting that a new mutation, N3013H, was partially fixed in the D3009A/M3014L population recovered at 95 h postelectroporation. Again, this mutation had also been found in FMDV R100 in addition to C3007V, D3009A, and M3014L (16) (Fig. 1).

To summarize the above-described results, of the mutations that were fixed around the fivefold axes in the capsid of FMDV R100 during a persistent infection, C3007V and M3014L were individually tolerated without any substantial effect on the viral yield in cytolytic infections. In contrast, D3009A had a drastic negative effect on viability but strongly favored the fixation of the M3014L mutation at a neighboring position, leading to a compensatory effect that allowed the recovery of infectious virions in high yields. In turn, the D3009A/M3014L double mutation facilitated the partial fixation of the N3013H mutation, again at a neighboring position.

Effect of mutations around the fivefold axes of the R100 capsid on the thermostability of the FMDV virion. The thermostabilities of the viable C3007V mutants were determined in heat inactivation assays (Fig. 2). The inactivation rate constants at 42°C (average ± standard deviation of two or three determinations from independent experiments) were, respectively, 0.023 ± 0.010 min⁻¹, 0.013 ± 0.001 min⁻¹, and 0.023 ± 0.04 min⁻¹. By comparison, the inactivation rate constant of the nonmutated virus (obtained from 55 independent determinations as a measure of the reproducibility of the assay) was 0.019 ± 0.006 min⁻¹. In the case of the C3007V mutant and the nonmutated control, inactivation analyses of diluted or undiluted virus were carried out and yielded similar results (Fig. 2A and B, respectively). No substantial differences in thermostabilities were found between any of those three mutants and the nonmutated infectious virion (Fig. 2B). These
results reveal that contrary to what we suspected, Cys3007 and Met3014 alone or in combination with Asp3009 are not involved in the stabilization of the FMDV particle against thermal inactivation.

Effect of mutations around the fivefold axes of the R100 capsid on the biological fitness of FMDV in cytolytic infections. Even if not involved in the spreading of the virus in cytolytic infections (indicated by their normal plaque size) or thermostability (see above), residues Cys3007 and Met3014, alone or together with Asp3009, could be needed for some other step(s) of the virus life cycle, and this could lead to a reduction in biological fitness. To evaluate the fitness of the viable C3007V, M3014L, and D3009A/M3014L mutants relative to the nonmutated virus, we carried out competition assays between the latter virus and each of those mutants. Equal amounts of PFU of the two viruses to be competed were used to infect cells, and the procedure was cyclically repeated for up to eight passages. The progeny virus populations were sequenced, and the appropriate peaks in the chromatograms were integrated to obtain an approximate estimation of the relative abundance of the residue type at each position.

In the case of the M3014L mutant against the nonmutated virus, serial passaging of the virus mixture led to a gradual increase in the nonmutated genotype that was highly dominant from passage 6 onwards in two independent competition experiments (Fig. 3A). Sequencing of the entire capsid region of the resulting populations (passage 8) showed no mutation present in a detectable proportion at any position.

In the case of the D3009A/M3014L double mutant, contrary to what was observed for the M3014L single mutant, serial passaging of the virus mixture led to a sharp increase in the doubly mutated genotype, starting at passage 5, in two independent competition experiments (Fig. 3B.1). In addition, a new mutation, P1104T, emerged in the competing populations (Fig. 3B.2). However, in passage 6, the D3009A/M3014L mutation was nearly fully dominant, whereas the P1104T mutation was present in only 50% of the molecules and did not reach substantial dominance until later passages. Sequencing of the entire capsid region of the final population (passage 8) obtained in the two competition experiments showed that the D3009A and M3014L mutations had reached full dominance and that P1104T was present in about 90% of the molecules.

The above-mentioned observations indicate that in cytolytic infections, the M3014L mutation is biologically disadvantageous and that D3009A causes strongly reduced viability when introduced in isolation; however, the introduction of D3009A leads to the fixation of M3014L. The two disadvantageous mutations together could yield a near neutral genotype relative to the nonmutated genotype, because the relative abundance of both viruses was not significantly altered during the first passages in competition assays. The final takeover by the mutant could have been caused exclusively by the fixation of an additional mutation, P1104T. However, the takeover and the fixation of this mutation were not concomitant (see above).
consider it more likely that the 3009/3014 double mutation conferred a slight advantage that may have been potentiated by the effect of the P1104T mutation.

In the case of the C3007V mutant against the nonmutated virus, contrary to what could be expected from the high conservation of Cys3007 in viruses from acute infections, the nonmutated virus did not reach dominance. Instead, in three independent competition experiments, the proportion of viruses carrying the C3007V mutation increased from passage 3 upwards, and in the last passages, they had reached full dominance (Fig. 3C.1). Remarkably, in all three competitions, the D3009A mutation became gradually fixed in the population together with C3007V (Fig. 3C.2). The entire genome of the progeny virus at passage 8 of the three series was sequenced, and no other mutations in addition to C3007V and D3009A were found. Thus, the presence of Val instead of Cys at position 3007 is biologically not advantageous in cytolytic infections but allows the fixation of Ala instead of Asp at position 3009, leading to the dominance of the double mutant.

Finally, we investigated the functional reason why those virus variants with compensatory mutations, specifically C3007V/D3009A, may show increased biological fitness. The viral progeny yields obtained upon infection with this mutant, the C3007V single mutant, or the nonmutated virus were similar, as were their plaque sizes. However, infection kinetic assays showed that the double mutant produced extracellular progeny viruses significantly faster, reaching the maximum amount in about 8 h, while the C3007V mutant and the nonmutated control reached similar titers but only after 24 h (Fig. 4). This suggests that the increased fitness of the C3007V/D3009A mutant is due, at least in part, to a faster multiplication rate.

**DISCUSSION**

Is the cluster of mutations found around the fivefold axes in the FMDV R100 capsid a direct consequence of the modified environment during a persistent infection? It has been proposed that positions that are highly invariant in FMDV, or any other RNA virus, may readily change when viral replication occurs in a modified environment (16). More recent results (22, 49, 54) and those of the present study support the possibility that the modified environment during persistent infections could have led to the fixation of the D3009A mutation in the FMDV capsid. Of the four mutations detected around the fivefold axis pores in the capsid of FMDV R100, the D3009A mutation is the only one invariably found in FMDV populations rescued from cells that had been persistently infected (16, 22, 54; M. Herrera and E. Domingo, personal communication). The D3009A, N3013H, and M3014L (but not C3007V) mutations were also found in another population (R99) recovered from persistently infected cells (54). However, both R99 and R100 were obtained after just four or five further passages of a same cell population that had been split at a late passage. Although more complex mutation dynamics cannot be excluded, the simplest explanation for the presence of the D3009A, N3013H, and M3014L mutations in both R99 and R100 is that these mutations were fixed only once, before splitting at cell passage 95. On the other hand, D3009A (but not C3007V, N3013H, or M3014L) was repeatedly fixed in totally independent FMDV populations shed from persistently infected cells that had been cured from a FMDV infection and that were still partially resistant to viruses from lytic infections (22). Parallel infections of these cells with a type C FMDV isolate (different from C-S8c1) yielded progeny populations (C5-Rb) that showed, like R100, modified phenotypic traits including increased virulence in normal BHK cells. In each of these populations, only two mutations became fixed in the capsid, D3009A and either G1110R or H1108R in VP1, with all three located very close to each other in the capsid structure. Complete sequencing of one of these populations showed that no other mutation had been fixed in the entire genome (22). In addition, of the four residues mutated around the capsid pores in FMDV R100, Asp3009 is the only one that is almost strictly conserved (98%) in the more than 200 sequences analyzed from isolates derived (in all probability) from acute/lytic infections. Furthermore, while the C3007V, N3013H, and M3014L mutations of R100 did not revert in the course of independent serial cytolytic passages of this virus, the D3009A mutation was not preserved in five out of the six serial infections analyzed. In these five cases, another residue (Thr) was fixed instead of Ala at position 3009 during replication of R100 in cytolytic infections (22). In brief, D3009A stands as the only mutation in R100 that (i) has been repeatedly observed in all FMDV populations rescued from cells that had been persistently infected, (ii) was not preserved when one of these populations was subjected to cytolytic infections, and (iii) was detected in only a few of the many FMDV isolates from acute/lytic infections that were analyzed. These observations are con-
sistent with the possibility that D3009A in the FMDV capsid may repeatedly arise as a consequence of the modified environment found in a persistent infection. This mutation was also found in about 2% of the FMDV sequences in the database. Most of these correspond to viral isolates that were probably derived from acute infections. As they are consensus sequences, they may not derive from viruses recovered from a small fraction of persistently infected cells in the host. Thus, the D3009A mutation may not be exclusive of persistent infections, and, if infrequent, it could also arise in response to other, unusual situations.

Unlike D3009A, other mutations fixed around the capsid pores in R100 (C3007V, N3013H, and M3014L) may have not occurred as a necessary consequence of a modified environment in persistently infected cells. These mutations were not fixed in other virus populations rescued from cells that had been persistently infected (22, 54). In addition, sequence analysis showed that Val or Leu was present at position 3007 or 3014 in as many as 11% or 54% of the more than 200 FMDV isolates from acute/lytic infections, respectively. His at position 3013 was not observed in viruses not related to persistent infections, but Asn at this latter position was not conserved either, as it was present in only 19% of the isolates. More importantly, in the present study, we showed that some of these mutations in R100 also became repeatedly fixed during cytophylactic infections in response to the introduction of a previous mutation, as discussed below.

Linked mutational events may occur in response to the introduction of other mutations in the FMDV capsid. Our results also suggest that D3009A, irrespective of its role in a persistent infection, may be the key mutation for a series of linked mutational events in the FMDV capsid that involved a cluster of residues around the fivefold axis pores. The C3007V mutant outcompeted C-S8c1 but only through the fixation of the D3009A mutation. The D3009A mutant obtained by site-directed mutagenesis (mimicking the possible natural fixation of this mutation during a persistent infection) yielded high titers only through the fixation of the D3009A mutation. The D3009A mutant obtained by site-directed mutagenesis (mimicking the possible natural fixation of this mutation during a persistent infection) yielded high titers only through the fixation of the D3009A mutation. The introduction of the D3009A/M3014L double mutation facilitated the fixation of the N3013H mutation. Finally, the D3009A/M3014L mutation led, in competition experiments, to the fixation of a new mutation, P1104T, in a residue located close to the other mutated residues. In addition, every FMDV isolate analyzed that carried the D3009A mutation also carried an accompanying mutation of another residue that is spatially very close to residue 3009. These second mutations included C3007V or C3007A, S3008T or S3008A, N3013H, M3014L, and V3015Q in VP3 and H1108R, G1110R, and V1112L in VP1. Four of these mutations (S3008T, N3013H, H1108R, and G1110R) were very rarely observed in isolates that did not have the D3009A mutation, suggesting a linkage with D3009A. The introduction of a mutation like D3009A in a specific region of the virus capsid (either as a natural consequence of a modified environment, for example, during persistence, or by force using site-directed mutagenesis) may facilitate, or even require, the fixation of other mutations at neighboring locations.

Mutually compensatory effects of individually disadvantageous mutations may occur in the FMDV capsid. The results have shown that the D3009A and M3014L mutations are, per se, biologically disadvantageous and that C3007V may be slightly disadvantageous or, at least, does not provide a selective advantage. However, the simultaneous presence of D3009A and M3014L or of C3007V and D3009A led to an increase of the biological fitness relative to that of the nonmutated virus. The possibility of a putative substitution outside the capsid region in the viral RNA cannot be completely excluded in some instances. However, we consider this possibility to be unlikely. First, the same substitutions in the capsid repeatedly occurred in response to the same previous mutations; second, many compensating molecular events involve spatially close residues, as observed in our study; finally, in one case, the entire mutant genome was sequenced, and no other mutation was found. These observations provide clear evidence of second-site mutations that, even though intrinsically disadvantageous, may not only compensate for the detrimental effects of the primary mutations but also lead to the acquisition of new phenotypic characteristics that may provide a selective advantage. These effects open new possibilities for virus evolution.

An understanding of the structural basis of these compensatory effects must await further studies. However, note that the mutations fixed in response to other mutations (D3009A in response to C3007V, M3014L in response to D3009A, or N3013H in response to D3009A/M3014L) involved residues that are spatially in contact with or very close to each other, form a part of the interprotomer interfaces, and closely surround the pores at the capsid fivefold axes (Fig. 1). A likely possibility, which awaits testing, is that some of these compensation effects could be related to the kinetics of virion assembly. They could be also related to translocation events that might occur through permanent or transient capsid openings. Such translocation events have been detected in icosahedral viruses including picornaviruses. For example, in the minute virus of mice, a parvovirus, mutations of residues surrounding either the fivefold axis pores or buried cavities located close to the pores were shown to affect a conformational rearrangement associated with the translocation of the VP2 N terminus through the pores, an event that is needed for infectivity (9, 47). An impaired or untimely translocation event was also proposed to explain these effects (9). In coxsackievirus A9, a picornavirus, mutation of some residues at interprotomer interfaces located close to the capsid pores could result in the untimely or hindered externalization of the VP1 N terminus together with VP4 (2). In poliovirus, recent results indicate that the externalization of the myristoylated capsid protein VP4 and the N terminus of VP1, which are required for infectivity, takes place not through the fivefold axis pores but through transient openings at the interface between VP1 and VP3 that occur after a conformational change of the capsid (8). Further studies are required to determine whether the complex effect of mutations like C3007V, D3009A, and M3014L in the capsid of FMDV R100 could be related to a putative conformational rearrangement of the capsid and a translocation event, through either the pores or other transient openings, on the virion (under study).

To conclude, from the point of view of viral genetics, this study (i) indicates that the clustering of mutations at conserved residues around the fivefold axes in the capsid of an FMDV variant rescued from a persistent infection may also occur in cytophylactic infections in response to changes in the local struc-
tural context, rather than being a direct consequence of adaptation to a different environment, and (ii) provides evidence for a chain of deterministic, mutually compensatory effects of individually disadvantageous or neutral mutations in the FMDV capsid that also led to the acquisition of new phenotypic traits.
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